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 Abstract  
This project investigates on what happens to the concept of human rights in the contact zone,                               
which in this case, is Guatemala. In order to do so, two organisations were utilised as                               
examples to help us answer the following question: Are the organisations constructing                       
problems by drawing on different discourses, and if they are, how does the way they                             
articulate it tell us something about their perception of the world? An analysis was conducted                             
with the help of a discourse theory, in which concepts such as nodal points, subject positions                               
and hegemonic struggles were used. Afterwards, other cultural theories were used to discuss                         
the results of the analysis with the help of notions like mirror dance, anti­conquest and                             
contact zone. This lead us to the conclusion that NGOs do perceive different problems in                             
Guatemala which shows that they have a different perceptions of human rights, and in a more                               
general way, of the world.  
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 I. Introduction 
What are human rights? How do we construct a problem? What happens when two                           
cultures meet? How do we reflect our own identity through others? How do we perceive the                               
world we live in? Those questions, among others, are what this project will try to answer. 
The contact­zone is a place where two cultures meet and influence each other. But what                             
happens when human rights come into the equation? That is what this project will investigate.                             
In order to do so, we will interview two representatives from Non­Governmental                       
Organisations, IBIS and DIGNITY (Danish institute against torture) to find out what happens                         
in the contact zone, which in our case is Guatemala. After conducting those two interviews,                             
we will with the help of different theories unravel the meanings behind them. We will thus                               
utilise Marie Louise Pratt’s Imperial Eyes ​(2008), Egla Martinez Salazar’s ​Global Coloniality                       
of Power in Guatemala (2012) and Peter Sollis’s ​Partners in Development? The State,                         
Non­Governmental Organisations and the UN in Central America ​(1995). In addition,                     
even though we are aware that Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse analysis extracted from                         
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (2001) is considered as a theory, we will use it as a method                                 
for our analysis, and will create our own analysis template based on it.  
 
We will first start with analysis of our two interviews. In a first part we will look for                                   
the nodal points which, as we will see, are at the center of the discussion concerning the                                 
humanitarian work conducted by the NGOs. In a second part, we will investigate on the                             
different subject positions mentioned in the interviews in order to understand the NGOs’                         
identities through self­reflection. In a third and last part, we will discover how antagonisms                           
arise from opposite discourses and thus highlights the power struggles encountered by the                         
two organisations. After understanding which meanings the NGOs construct through those                     
three concepts, we will be able to interpret IBIS and DIGNITY’s perception of the world.  
 
After conducting the analysis, we will discuss our results and interpret it with the help                             
of the theories mentioned above. For that purpose, we will use three different concept which                             
are the following: mirror dance, anti­conquest and contact zone. This way, we are hoping to                             
be able to answer the questions asked at the very beginning of the present introduction.  
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 1. Motivation 
The concept of human rights is often discussed in the study of culture and language as                               
it concerns all human being. As European citizens, the thought of living in a world without                               
human rights seems foreign to our society's normative perspectives. In Europe, the idea of                           
human rights seems universal, but are these ideas valued and reproduced in other countries                           
and cultures as well? From this wonder our project evolved. We then developed an interest in                               
investigating how the two Danish NGOs, IBIS and DIGNITY, contributed to the upholding                         
of human rights in Guatemala. This included an interest in the different organisations’                         
purposes and focus areas in Guatemala and how their methods and approaches are different                           
from one another. We wanted to investigate how these two organisations perceive changes                         
within Guatemala. In the process of gathering empiri, the project gained an interest in                           
understanding how the NGOs perceive the idea of human rights and how they reconstruct and                             
implement their own understanding in Guatemala. We were interested in understanding how                       
they draw from different discourses to define human rights and what this thus could tell us                               
about them.  
 
2. Problem area and research question 
Since the colonisation of Guatemala, there has been conflicts between majority and                       
minority groups, which partly has been due to inequalities, language barriers, and cultural                         
differences. Furthermore there has been problems with social injustice concerning youth and                       
women rights. During the civil war between 1960 and 1996, these problematics and human                           
rights violations were gaining attention from NGOs’ and the global society. That is why                           
organisations such as IBIS and DIGNITY have worked in Guatemala since the 90’s. In this                             
project, we want to get a closer look at how the organisations describe the problems they                               
encounter in Guatemala in their interview. Therefore we will try to answer the following                           
question:   
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 Are the organisations constructing problems by drawing on different discourses,                   
and if they are, how does the way they articulate it tell us something about their                               
perception of the world?  
 
In order to answer to this question, we will utilise Ernesto Laclau and Chantal                           
Mouffe’s discourse theory to determine repeating patterns and logics such as nodal points,                         
articulations, hegemonies and antagonisms that arises in the interviews. The use of the                         
discourse theory will help us enhance which conceptions of problems concerning human                       
rights the two organisations have and what it may say about their perceptions of the world.                               
Those problems may arise from the cultural encounter between the NGOs and the                         
Guatemalan society. To interpret our analysis and to approach the project from a more                           
historical perspective terms as mirror dance, the anti­conquest and contact zone will be used.                           
These concepts will help us understand the mechanisms used by the two organisations and                           
how their perception of the world affect their work.  
3. Method 
In the following chapter, we will elaborate the methodological instruments we have                       
used in this project and how this has had an effect on the outcome. We believe that in order to                                       
answer to our problem formulation in the best way possible, the qualitative method could be a                               
suitable match and could also be interesting to use combined with discourse analysis. We                           
have utilised Steinar Kvale and Svend Brinkmann’s ​Interviews ­ Learning the Craft of                         
Qualitative Research Interviewing​” (2015). According to the two authors, the purpose of the                         
qualitative research interview is to understand themes in the everyday experience of the                         
interviewees’ own perspective (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015: 6). By using this form of                         
interview, we will try to get a better grip of what IBIS and DIGNITY determine as problems                                 
when encountering the Guatemalan culture. The way the representatives from IBIS and                       
DIGNITY construct their ideas of problem in the interview, will also give us an                           
understanding of their perception of the world.   
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 A. Scientific method 
When one prepares a project it is considered important to reflect on the scientific                           
method. When considering the project work in the idiographic science way, it is important to                             
recognise that the way one goes to the world will never be without prerequisites (Pahuus,                             
1995: 130). One can always try to achieve objectivity, but it will never be ​comprehensive.                             
This project's approach has been based on a desire to be as transparent and objective as                               
possible, without being colored by theoretical glasses. It is debatable how this project has                           
worked inductively or abductively. The project started with the establishment of a problem                         
statement which could be seen as a hypothesis. The interviews were collected afterwards,                         
which would shed light on this problem formulation, but without information extracted from                         
theories concerning our subject. ​We read about Guatemalan history and the conflicts it had                           
been and is exposed to. These prior assumptions helped us with preparing an interview guide.                             
Then, only when the empirical data was collected, began theory collection. ​This scientific                         
approach can, according to Brinkmann and Kvale, also be named “the traveler”, where one is                             
not deliberately seeking for knowledge or answer, but let him/herself be surprised                       
(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015: 57­59). ​The project and the scientific research can take many                           
unexpected twists and turns which can be said to be an attempt to construct new knowledge                               
through the stories encountered, analysed and interpreted. 
B. Interview design 
A substantial part of the interview has been conducted through the qualitative research                         
interview. This interview design is also known as a semi­structured design (Brinkmann &                         
Kvale, 2015: 6). We had some guidelines in terms of what we wanted to investigate and how                                 
we could answer our problem formulation. But at the same time, we were open and aware of                                 
the fact that the interview could take unexpected directions in the form of new information                             
and we could therefore be forced to improvise and ask questions that were not planned in                               
advance. On the contrary, a quantitative method would not have allowed us to improvise and                             
therefore lead to the risk that some answers would not be relevant to our problem statement.                               
We prepared the interview guide with theme based research question. The interview guide                         
served as a guideline for the interview, but the desire was to let the informants tell and talk as                                     
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 much as possible without any interruptions. During the interview we asked both initial, direct                           
and structured question. 
C. Transcription method 
After our interviews with IBIS and DIGNITY, we had to figure out the next stage of                               
our process, which was to find a method that could transform the oral interview conversation                             
to a written text. Brinkmann and Kvale claim that: “[...] transcription is an interpretative                           
process, where the difference between oral speech and written texts give rise to a series of                               
practical and principal issues” (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015: 203). The interview dialogue was                         
filled with body language, expressions, different tones of the voice that were lost in                           
transcription. Meaning that the person reading the transcription has a limited access to the                           
dynamic of the dialogue (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015: 204). When one transcripts without                         
including all words and sounds in a conversation, one has to consider the reliability of the                               
transcription. 
D. Ethical considerations 
Before our interviews with the informants, we reflected upon the ethical aspects of the                           
issues we had chosen, the interview process, and the dilemmas that could arise. According to                             
Kvale and Brinkmann there is four ethical guidelines/considerations which are the most                       
frequently discussed by researchers: informed consent, confidentiality, consequences and the                   
role of the researcher (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015: 93­99). We also had to have in mind and                                 
discuss those considerations since we felt that those four ethical considerations were                       
appropriate to look at for our interviews.  
E. Informed consent and confidentiality 
We informed the representatives of each organisation of what our intentions were with                         
the interview and our project. We sent the questions that we would like to approach during                               
the interview before meeting with them. In addition, we asked for verbal consent to record the                               
interview, transcribe it and to use their testimonials in our project. We also made it clear that                                 
they, as persons, could stay anonymous if they prefered it, but that we would like to specify,                                 
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 in both cases, which organisations they represented and worked for. Furthermore we gave                         
them the option of exposing the project publicly, or if they would prefer it to stay private                                 
between group members, supervisor and censor. 
F. The role of the researcher 
Since our two informants represented two internationally known organisations, we                   
knew we were facing two experts who also possessed great knowledge about the                         
humanitarian work that their organisations has been involved with in Guatemala. Therefore                       
we carefully considered our role as researchers during the interviews; which meant that we                           
had to be aware of our professionalism, responsibility, credibility and moral actions, when we                           
contacted and interviewed the two experts. According to Brinkmann and Kvale responsible                       
research behavior involves: “[...]the moral integrity of the researchers, his or her empathy,                         
sensitivity, and commitment to moral issues and action” (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015: 97). We                           
wanted to make sure that the conversations would be formal, and therefore found the                           
semi­structured interview the more appropriate. We also found the interview structure                     
appropriate because of it enabled the interviewee to  take unknown directions.  
 
4. Introduction to the Guatemalan history through             
cultural theories 
This following chapter will depict the historical background of Guatemala thanks to                       
several cultural theories. We also used these theories to understand different cultural aspects                         
that have taken part in the shaping of the NGOs’ understandings of problems appearing in the                               
country. The history of Guatemala is marked by the power relations that stemmed from                           
colonialism, imperialism and neocolonialism. To understand this phenomenon, we thus used                     
theories by the following authors, Mary Louise Pratt, Egla Martínez Salazar as well as                           
different articles concerning the country’s contemporary situation. This chapter will focus on                       
the time period going from 1735 until nowadays, and will include relevant cultural terms that                             
will be used in the interpretation and discussion.  
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 A. Latin America and Guatemala 1735­1900 
Mary Louise Pratt is a professor of Spanish and Portuguese languages and literatures                         
at New York University. In her book ​Imperial Eyes​: Travel Writing and Transculturation                         
written in 2008, she discusses the contact zone and uses terms such as “mirror dance”,                             
“neocolonialism”, “imperialism”, “anti­conquest”, “transculturation” and the narratives, to               
describe it.  
 
Of all the historical alterations that has taken place in Latin America, European                         
epistemologies and cultural influences are of a great importance in the eye of the                           
contemporary state. In 1735, the journey of what Mary Louise Pratt calls Europe’s “planetary                           
consciousness” started. It was part of the process of constructing eurocentrism through a                         
travel narrative which established power relations between cultures and transatlantic nations.                     
This will be further examined in the chapter about the contact zone (Pratt, 2007: 15). 
 
In 1799, when the travel writer Alexander Von Humboldt arrived in South America,                         
the colonial structures of the empires were starting to fall apart. This was the start of an                                 
ideological reinvention of South America, and the decolonizing process from the Spanish                       
empire commenced (Pratt, 2007: 110). This was also leading to a new Latin America that had                               
to reinvent itself in the process of achieving independence primarily from the Spanish                         
kingdom. Humboldt’s and other travel writers became prominent in the shaping of                       
transatlantic epistemologies. The travel writings of Humboldt had the effect of providing                       
agency to both the Spanish and the South American and ideas for their future relationship.                             
One of the problematics of the situation was the Spaniards as the dominant minority had                             
dominance on the economy, while other ethnic groups as the people of Creole, Mestizos,                           
indigenous and African ancestry were subordinated majority groups. As time went on, these                         
groups became more interpellated with each other and ​started to distance themselves from                         
Spain (Pratt, 2007: 112). Furthermore in 1795, the emancipation of slaves was encouraged                         
followed by an uprising of discontent about the inequality between ethnic groups, as a                           
popular speaking of that time said: “harmony between Whites, Indians and Coloreds,                       
‘brothers in Christ and equal before God” ​(Pratt, 2007: 112). This furthermore lead Spain to                             
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 introduce more liberal policies, as the subordinated groups in the country pushed for a                           
modernized society, with a secularized foundation for societies with less exploitations of                       
indigenous groups. Through Humboldt's travel writings we can see how the times was                         
changing, and the ideologies concerning the subject as well, as the ideas on a global                             
perspective adjusted and the focus shifted to the individual following new perspectives on                         
God and man (Pratt, 2007: 119). 
B. Mirror Dance 
In the view of those events, the colonial self­reflection is described by Pratt as a ​“mirror                                 
dance”:   
 
They, too, wrote America as a primal world of nature, an unclaimed and timeless                           
space occupied by plants and creatures (some of them human), but not organized                         
by societies and economies; a world whose only history was about to begin. 
 
(Pratt, 2007: 133) 
 
In arts and literature, the myth of the indigenous in South America was primarily reflected as                               
part of “Systema Naturae”, and thereby categorised outside the European spheres of                       
knowledge. The travel writing mentions romanticising elements that explore and reproduce                     
certain images of indigenous culture as non­existing and non­historical. Through European                     
eyes, they were, metaphorically speaking, seen as an inseparable segment of nature, which                         
also lead to a categorisation and naturalisation of different Mayan and indigenous groups as                           
incompetent of submerging in an intercultural society. These visions of the indigenous can                         
also be interpreted as a reflection of the European self­representation; by metaphorically                       
eradicating any traces of the indigenous history and culture, they further established the                         
European culture as the one with agency. The fact that the indigenous were considered as a                               
primitive people, close to Nature, they were denied the same rights as Europeans. By defining                             
the indigenous population as one lacking of history and culture, these processes were                         
constructing a romanticising wave of European ideas, thus establishing power relations                     
between narratives where only European epistemologies were existing. This further put the                       
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 Europeans in the position as a technological innovative force and even though some of the                             
indigenous ideas about culture and landscape were adopted by the colonisers, their origins                         
were not recognised (Pratt, 2007: 125). These romanticising practices made the indigenous                       
voiceless in a sense that they were not acknowledged as having an influence on European                             
epistemologies. However, these conceptions did not harmonise with the reality, since the                       
romanticising Era was very much evoked in the transculturation process described as a mirror                           
dance:  
 
In a perfect example of the mirror dance of colonial meaning­making, Humboldt                       
transculturated to Europe knowledges produced by Americans in a process of                     
defining as separate from Europe. 
 (Pratt, 2007: 133) 
C. Neocolonialism 
In the beginning of the 20th century, a significant wave of modernisation was taking                           
place. As formerly told, there was a shift in the already established relationship between Latin                             
America and Europe. This new relationship was about liberation and a desire for                         
modernisation by establishing some of the European social structure, this was called “the last                           
of imperialism” (Pratt, 2007: 226). The term neocolonialism suggests a paradigm in the sense                           
that even though the colonising state had let go of Guatemala, there was still another                             
sovereign power controlling the economic and social systems from outside (Pratt, 2007: 226).                         
In the work with indigenous, many of these epistemologies are taken into consideration, as                           
the NGOs have to work in a place that is influenced by a transcultural past. 
D. Civil war and genocide 1960­1996 
We have taken use of Egla Salazar’s theory to explain the historical period of                           
Guatemala between the late 1970s to the mid­1990s in her book: ​“Global Coloniality Of                           
Power In Guatemala” written in 2012. At that period, there was a big push towards the                               
modern nations advancement to modernity. The modernity was characterised by the West and                         
its superior culture, politic and epistemology. ​The only problem on the road to modernity for                             
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 Guatemala were the Mayan people; “[...] genocide was perpetrated against Maya peoples in                         
Guatemala” ​(Salazar, 2012: 127). 
The Mayans were seen as an obstacle to the nation’s modernisation as well as political                             
progress. This opinion arose from the behalf that Mayan people was anti­colonial, de­colonial                         
and against capitalism. A strong racist attitude took shape against the Mayan population, as                           
they were seen as a violent population and as a threat to the Christian and democratic nation.                                 
More than hundred massacres were carried out against Mayan families, women, men and                         
children. They were killed, raped, sterilised in the will of extermination: 
In sum, one of the genocide’s ultimate goals was to obliterate the very existence                           
of Maya families, especially in entire communities identified as long­term                   
“troublemakers”. 
(Salazar, 2012: 127) 
According to Salazar, it is important to understand the complexity of genocide and the                           
process. She explains how the government in Guatemala was linked to the U.S. National                           
Security, which supported various Latin American military and police forces. But this                       
economic support from the U.S. also gave Guatemala the power to conduct an extermination                           
of the indigenous communities (Salazar, 2012: 131). One might say that the U.S. condoned                           
the government of Guatemala to pursue the genocide and that it was a state policy, but many                                 
are still denying it. Salazar clarifies how it is difficult to prove that this genocide was a                                 
national policy supported by transnational powers. This result in frustration, where many                       
indigenous were held for the responsible for the civil war. As put by Salazar, it is close to                                   
racist capitalism (Salazar, 2012: 132). One of the reasons why the Mayans were not treated as                               
victims of genocide, was because they were categorised as guerillas or communists by the                           
state's security forces. Another reason was the way the media spun information about the                           
episodes as a civil war or as excesses of war, and never as genocide (Salazar, 2012: 136). 
The massacre in Panzos in 1978 gets used as an example of the start of the                               
genocide and how the Mayan people got kidnapped, tortured and killed, especially                       
leaders of community organisations. 
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 In February 1982, 125 were killed in this massacre. 
 (Salazar, 2012: 139) 
According to Salazar, the genocide was organised in different plans supported by several                         
military and political campaigns. The plans contained three national programs: pacification                     
(1981­1982), security and development (1983­1992) and stability, development and                 
democracy (1993­1996). At first, the plans did not look like to conduct genocide, but it was                               
carrying out the genocide and extermination of the Mayan population. However no trail or                           
planning of the genocide was found (Salazar, 2012: 139). 
Plan Sofia was another plan to exterminate the Mayan population as quick as possible.                           
It did not state that all Mayans should be killed, but it considered them as terrorist guerillas.                                 
This plan is, according to Salazar, the most important evidence of the wish to eliminate the                               
Mayans (Salazar, 2012: 147). Salazar concludes her chapter on genocide by being critical                         
towards the West’s and the United States’s involvement. They were a big part of the genocide                               
as the ones providing it with money and investments (Salazar, 2012: 155). ​This genocide                           
lasted 36 years until a peace agreement was signed in 1996 between the government and the                               
Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity. Contrarily to what was hoped for, this did not                         
create peace for the descendants of the Mayan people: 
Today’s dominant discourses do not invoke saving the nation from a “communist                       
menace”; they now accuse Mayans of being an obstacle to globalization and                       
modern development. 
 
(Salazar, 2012: 148) 
E. Contemporary situation in Guatemala (2014­nowadays): 
There are currently 23 different indigenous Mayan descendents groups in Guatemala.                     
Besides that, the country is populated by mestizo­, latino­, african­, ladino­, and European                         
descendants. Around 73 % of the indigenous groups live in poverty, have poor education                           
possibilities, women and youth being the primarily exposed groups. There is a problem in                           
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 communication since there 23 are different mayan languages in addition to Spanish, the                         
official language,  that some part of the population can not even speak (Unknown, 2: 2015). 
 
The recent elections of 2015 have been promising for the indigenous people in                         
Guatemala, since there has been an awakening of political consciousness amongst minorities,                       
specifically youngsters. Even though they count for more than 60 % of the population, they                             
have been a voiceless part of the Guatemalan society for many years (Sandberg, 2014). With                             
new politicians, that have roots in the indigenous communities, these people were finally                         
given an opportunity to act and be heard (Sandberg, 2014). 
 
The “scorched earth policy”, poverty and other social problems have troubled the                       
indigenous communities. The struggle to find peace and acceptance in the country has been                           
long and discourses of mistrust rose against the government (Sandberg, 2014). The new                         
president, Jimmy Morales, was elected after a time of corruption amongst leading politicians.                         
Advertising himself as a ‘common man’, and with a history as comedian in the country, he is                                 
a known figure, but might not be an appealing figure for indigenous’ rights, as he is                               
representing the conservative National Convergence Front party which has a long history of                         
provoking and pursuing indigenous group, and played a big part in the civil wars genocide                             
between year 1960­1996 (Unknown, 2: 2015). 
a. Contact zone 
I use this term to refer to social spaces where cultures, meet, clash and grapple                             
with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power, such                         
as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they lived out in many parts of the                             
world today.  
(Pratt, 1991: 34)  
 
The contact zone is a space where interaction occurs between people from different cultures.                           
The concept of the contact zone also implies that those different cultures are influencing each                             
other. It describes how the different social and historical backgrounds of those cultures affect                           
the meeting between different cultures and how different power dynamics influence the                       
outcome. Pratt argues that the meeting is always influenced by historical factors in a                           
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 geographical space, which is affected by dominant power relations as colonialism,                     
imperialism and slavery. In Pratt’s book, the relationship between colonizer and colonized,                       
and the justification for the colonization of South America are portrayed as a part of the                               
processes deriving from the contact zone. 
b. Anti­conquest 
The anti­conquest can be seen as a different strategy to take control over other part of                               
the world than Europe. It expands European hegemony through social practises, meaning                       
that the European perception of the world should be the one adopted by other cultures (Pratt,                               
2007: 9). The categorisation of Nature and geographical exploration of the world from a                           
European perspective established a power relation with an eurocentric perspective as the                       
dominant (Pratt, 2007. 16). Pratt discusses how these two events were part of an                           
epistemological way of deciding how the world should be categorized through a rhetorical                         
conquest. Determining the natural history through a set of social practices that emanated from                           
a European look at the world, symbolically gave the Europeans global authority. This was                           
also a way of reproducing the view of the colonial frontier and through that reproducing a                               
Eurocentric worldview (Pratt, 2007: 38).  
c. Transculturation 
The contact zone is a place where transculturation takes place. Transculturation is a                         
process of a cultural transformation, where the culture changes, alters and loses traits to                           
become something else, which can include elements of different cultures. In this process,                         
language plays an important part (Pratt, 2007: 7): 
 
Important historical transitions alter the way people write, because they alter the                       
way people imagine, feel and think about the world they live in. 
(Pratt, 2007: 4) 
 
According to the quote language gives meaning to the world, and when culture changes, the                             
meaning and the language adapts to these changes. By self­representation, and choosing how                         
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 to appropriate symbols which are forced upon subordinated groups, submerging cultural                     
elements can be part of an ever changing process: 
 
Ethnographers have used the term transculturation to describe processes whereby                     
members of subordinated or marginal groups select and invent from materials                     
transmitted by a dominant or metropolitan culture. 
(Pratt, 1991: 3).  
 
The process of transculturation is also a process of assimilation to another culture. The power                             
to decide what to appropriate cultural symbols to, gives an otherwise subordinated group or                           
individual agency. Through discourses which subjects are exposed to, they can decide to                         
show resistance to popular influences and through the process constructing an identity. Pratt                         
explains, for example, how the discourses of neo­coloniality gives different majorities and                       
minorities in a postcolonial country a shared nationality, through the changes of environment                         
and people in it (Pratt, 2007: 42). 
F. The influence of languages 
The language is part of the production of meaning through social practises, that                         
defines what is normative in a given context. Through language we learn how to navigate in                               
the world, but the meaning of the content also changes as the world and the interculturality                               
implied in it does. The language which is used and emerges from the dynamics in a                               
neo­colonial empire is an important factor in the cultural meeting. In the first chapter of                             
Imperial Eyes​, Pratt tells about which impact the written history has on the way we see the                                 
world today, and the history which it is embedded in. Through time the history of the world                                 
we live in has been told from a colonial perspective which has also had a monopoly to decide                                   
the global narrative, according to Pratt. This power relation between the written word, and the                             
informations which are shared amongst us, are part of defining and excluding perspectives.                         
To escape these imperial meaning­making processes in social spaces is difficult, since a                         
subordinated culture cannot control the dominant culture, but they can determine what they                         
use and what it means to them, as a way of representing themselves (Pratt, 2007: 7). 
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 We will further use the terms which constructs the idea of the contact zone and the historical                                 
background given by Pratt and Salazar to interpret and discuss our findings from the analysis.                             
We believe that their contribution can help us answer our problem formulation about the                           
NGO’s perception of the world. 
 
5. NGOs in Central America 
Since this project is elaborating the work of two NGOs, we find it relevant to explain                               
the history of NGOs and the problems they encounter with their work in Guatemala. For this                               
purpose we use Peter Sollis’s article: “Partners in development? The state, non­governmental                       
organisations and the UN in Central America” from 2010.  
 
Sollis describes how NGOs grew in Central America in 1980, based on the political                           
crisis and various violent conflicts. Agencies and development programs began to work with                         
small NGOs and with what he calls "grassroots groups", to develop Central America. In the                             
light of this, Sollis has written an essay about NGO development in Central America and their                               
relationship to the state; ”However, NGO and the state relations remained weak and                         
constrained by mutual distrust.” (Sollis, 1995: 525). This may illustrate the inception of the                           
NGOs in the region as well as some of the problems they have experienced.  
  
Central America and countries like Guatemala have known some turbulent and violent                       
years from 1962 to nowadays. Other countries were also affected by the conflict: for instance,                             
some of them experienced higher influxes of refugees escaping the conflicts in Central                         
America. According to Sollis, the number of NGOs thrived during the 1960s. This came from                             
community development supported by the Catholic church as well as self­helps groups and                         
other peacemaking volunteers: ”By 1989 there were over 700 NGOs in Guatemala […]”                         
(Sollis, 1995: 527). Some settled and hoped to capitalise on the changes that were coming in                               
the form of reformed policies. Over time, more cooperation between NGOs and donors                         
developed, which meant that financial support increased. Many of the NGOs deliberately                       
chose not to support the state's improvements programs, which according to Sollis was a                           
stand taken by the NGOs that they did not support the political agenda of the government.                               
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 The information leaving countries in Central America meant that the NGOs gained more                         
resources due to the increased attention. This meant that a voice was given to the civilians                               
living in the conflict zones. ​This created a tense situation between the NGOs and the                             
governments who were less than keen on information about the mistreatment of people                         
reaching the rest of the world. This meant that many NGOs experienced attacks and were                             
constantly under threat during their work (Sollis, 1995: 527). 
  
The state and the NGOs did however have some common goals, mainly concerning                         
situations that benefited the state: 
 
International and local NGOs shared modernisation basic premises and developed                   
significant involvement in welfare activities like food distribution and nutrition                   
projects. 
 
(Sollis, 1995: 528) 
 
This meant the state allowed the NGOs to operate but only as long as it had minimal expenses                                   
and it helped the state gain the citizens acceptance. This brief collaboration ended in 1970                             
when the modernisation paradigm began to go in opposite direction to what the state wanted                             
and what the NGOs and other voluntary organisations such as the Catholic church wanted.                           
The Catholic church helped to develop a new liberal way of thinking about social and                             
economic systems, which was not under the control of the state. They also tried to help the                                 
oppressed part of the society to raise a voice for themselves. The Church and other                             
international NGOs could to a certain extent protect some of these movements, ​which enabled                           
the development of several local human rights organisations. The state saw this as a direct                             
threat to national security. Therefore it established legal requirements for organisations in                       
order to could control them (Sollis, 1995: 529). Sollis subsequently outlines his views on the                             
state's control by using the terms “legal restrictions”, ”repression”, ”Cooptation”, and                     
”Competing NGOs”. Legal registration was, for example, moved from being based on broad                         
directive, to be handled on a case­to­case basis. This meant that the government was much                             
more selective in regard to whom they let pass: 
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 Without legal registration NGOs cannot open their own corporate account, a                     
prerequisite to meet new donor standards on transparency, accounting and                   
accountability 
(Sollis, 1995: 530) 
 
Repression illustrates how the state tried to eradicate the various NGOs and other aid                           
organisations. Not just by politics but by physical attack and violence; “Governments have                         
tried to destroy human rights NGO’s since their creation” (Sollis, 1995: 530). The situation                           
was serious in Guatemala that some members of those organisations disappeared or were                         
murdered despite their international contacts (Sollis, 1995: 531). Cooptation is used by Sollis                         
to describe how the state uses NGOs to control dissenting powers, which meant that                           
cooperation between NGO and government was often a tricky situation; “[…] they failed to                           
realise how much humanitarian assistance was part of the government's counterinsurgency                     
and pacification strategy.” (Sollis, 1995: 531). Competing NGOs also hampered the                     
development of many of them, which took form in El Salvador and Guatemala where NGOs                             
were created by the elite and served the state's interest. Essentially, by creating competing                           
NGOs, the state dislodged focus from NGOs that did not follow the line of the state. 
  
This large number of different NGOs lead to a shaky foundation for improvement                         
since it results in many weak and ”under­resourced groups” according to Sollis (Sollis, 1995:                           
532). It shortened the gap between the state and nongovernmental organisations. The NGOs                         
serving the purposes of the states often had to follow the directives of the latter and could                                 
therefore risk need to compromise and lose their independence. Therefore is it important that                           
the NGOs make individual partnerships in order to strengthen themselves (Sollis, 1995: 539​).                           
As put by Sollis, the current situation also means that many NGOs face a crossroads: 
 
As conflicts recede, the NGO community is characterised by fundamental                   
contradictions. Though more numerous, the NGO community is more divided and                     
heterogeneous. [...] Versed in human rights denunciation, human rights NGOs have                     
to consider the strategies promoting a broader human rights agenda. 
 (Sollis, 1995: 532​ ) 
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 The NGOs are essentially forced to adapt and evolve themselves in order to stay relevant and                               
continue to have a presence. The present chapter illustrates the rise of NGOs in Guatemala                             
and the problems they may encounter with the state according to Peter Sollis. The                           
information given may make it easier to understand the interviewees and their stories about                           
their work in Guatemala. 
6. IBIS and DIGNITY  
DIGNITY (Dansk Institut Mod Tortur) and IBIS are two non­governmental                   
organisations based in Denmark as well as two human rights associations. In both cases, their                             
aim is to make sure that the human rights are respected in the countries they work with.                                 
However, those two associations have different focuses. This chapter will illustrate how they                         
represent themselves on their webpage and will help to achieve a better understanding of the                             
two interviews.  
A. Dignity in Guatemala 
In the case of Guatemala, DIGNITY is working with urban violence and what they                           
call interdisciplinary work. The interdisciplinary work involves the regional program for                     
violence prevention in Guatemala and psychosocial interventions for populations exposed to                     
torture and violence (TOV). One of their programs in Guatemala is the “The Regional Centre                             
for Violence Prevention” which is a new transnational initiative created in 2011. The purpose                           
of the program is to strengthening regional and national platforms for violence prevention in                           
Central America. Their aim is to improve the way the state handles security so that it goes                                 
from a state of repression to a state that prevents violence. Cross­sector cooperation is an                             
important element in the way that forces are united in the health, justice and development                             
areas. They work with the root causes of problems such as violence, inequality, impunity and                             
social exclusion (Unknown, 3: 2016). DIGNITY works with prevention of torture and                       
organised violence in Guatemala, where the purpose is to reduce violence and improve                         
security. DIGNITY and ODHAG (Guatemalan Archbishop's Human Rights Office ­ or                     
“Oficina de Derechos Humanos del Arzobispado de Guatemala” in Spanish) have worked                       
together since 1999. They try to reduce violence by supporting development that reduce                         
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 social and economic inequalities in local communities. They also try to modify institutions'                         
practices and changes in policy of the country. This is done through research documentation,                           
advocacy and actions both at community and nation level. This collaboration is meant to                           
improve the institutionalisation of knowledge about the prevention of torture and organised                       
violence in public and social organisations. It also aims to improve implementation of exit                           
strategies to ensure the project's long­term sustainability  (Unknown, 4: 2016). 
B. IBIS in Guatemala 
IBIS has been working in Guatemala since 1990. They focus on indigenous people                         
and their rights by ensuring the rights to education, as well as protecting youth and women.                               
They work with 36 local partners in Guatemala to strengthen development. 
 
IBIS focuses on people that is lacking education and job, which they believe is the                             
reason for an increasing rate of poverty and crime. Therefore, they focus on the youth, where                               
they are empowering young people by helping them to gain employment in the slums. This is                               
not the only area in which IBIS is involved; they also cooperate with local organisations in                               
Guatemala such as the Mayan Kaqchikel minority. Together, they try to stabilise human                         
rights and improve women's legal equality. They have managed to develop a guide for                           
prosecutors in cases of discrimination. They want to involve young people and women in                           
decision­making in the partner organisations. IBIS main area in Guatemala is the construction                         
of the educational system, which must take into account the original inhabitants and the                           
population which speak 23 different languages. Thus IBIS helped to develop inter­cultural,                       
multi­linguistic education. Another collaboration is with the Central American think tank                     
ICEFI. This cooperation was made in order to analyse the economic, legal and environmental                           
impacts of extractive industry work in Guatemala and make it public so that the population                             
can have a say   (Unknown, 5: 2016). 
 
Knowing how the organisations aims to improve human rights and development                     
Guatemala can further help us understand what they perceive as problems in the encounter                           
with Guatemala. When IBIS is trying to develop the education sector, it is because they                             
believe that education can even the diversity between minorities and majorities, meaning that                         
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 they see inequalities in these areas. Likewise when DIGNITY aims to prevent torture in                           
Guatemala and enhance the security for the population, it implies that they perceive a                           
problem with the structures within the society. In the discourse analysis we will analyse how                             
the two organisations perceives problems when encountering other cultures. 
 
7. Discourse theory 
The ambition for the two interviews is to be analysed with discursive glasses to                           
unravel the different discourses that are articulated by the interviewees. The analytical                       
method will illustrate the different organisations working angles, attitudes and problem                     
management. The NGO’s main goal to establish human rights comes from a global                         
perspective of this, but their different views on problem that arises will be examined through                             
an analysis of the discourses. Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s discourse theory was                         
chosen to enlighten the analysis. Louise Phillips and Marianne Jørgensen were used to define                           
discourse theory and as an introduction to Laclau and Mouffe. 
A. The Field of Discourse Analysis 
According to Phillips and Jørgensen, discourse can seem complex and is often used in                           
different contexts without being defined: 
 
But in many cases, underlying the word ’discourse’ in the general idea that                         
language is structured according to different patterns that people’s utterances                   
follow when they take part in different domains of social life, familiar examples                         
being ’medical discourse’ and ’political discourse’. ‘Discourse analysis’ is the                   
analyses of these patterns. 
(Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 1) 
 
But this definition is still very broad and does not clarify exactly how to analyse discourse,                               
nor does it clarify exactly what discourse is. In an attempt to do so, Phillips and Jørgensen                                 
show different perspectives on how discourse can be used, and how others chose to analyse it.                               
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 They elucidated the preliminary definition of what a discourse is; “[…] a particular way of                             
talking about and understanding the world (or an aspect of the world).” (Phillips & Jørgensen,                             
2002: 1). To clarify different approaches, the authors chose three ways of social                         
constructionist discourse analysis, where they introduced Laclau and Mouffe. Laclau and                     
Mouffe understand discourses as a phenomenon that creates and changes the way we see and                             
understand the world, identities and social relations (Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002: 1). Their                         
theory can be used in several domains, such as social, organisational and institutional                         
domains. The purpose of the theory is to carry out a critical study and analyse power relations                                 
that have lead to normative prospects, and that needs to be examined critically (Phillips &                             
Jørgensen, 2002: 2­3). 
 
Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s discourse theory, […], is the ’purest’                     
poststructuralist theory in our selection. The theory has its starting point in the                         
post structuralist idea that discourse construct the social world in meaning, and                       
that, owing to the fundamental instability of language, meaning can never be                       
permanently fixed. No discourse is a closed entity: it is, rather, constantly being                         
transformed through contact with other discourses. 
(Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 6) 
 
Within this theory one can therefore speak of discursive struggle, where there is a fight                             
between different discourses on acquiring power. This hegemonic struggle is therefore a fight                         
to dominate the different perspectives that otherwise occur.  
 
Language as our access to reality, creates the reality we live in. The current objects                             
are assigned meaning through language. This can also be interpreted as meaning that when                           
the discursive patterns in language change, then the meaning attached to the social world’s                           
domain will change as well (Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002: 9). Discourse is often set in                             
relation with power. Michel Foucault is known as the founder of this relation, and is often                               
referred to when power and discourses are discussed: 
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 It is in power that our social world is produced and objects are separated from                             
one another and thus attain their individual characteristics and relationships to                     
one another. 
 
(Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 13) 
 
Therefore, power is often associated with knowledge, which is a particular intervention into                         
the social world. Knowledge is formative of how truth is constructed, and is not about what is                                 
true and not true, but who has the power to construct the ‘truth’. Therefore power and                               
knowledge is a qualitative question and can both be a creating and containing force ­ a                               
hegemonic struggle. This way of looking at power and discourse is similar to Laclau and                             
Mouffe, according to Phillips and Jørgensen. Laclau and Mouffe can thus be said to agree                             
with Foucault that truth and subject relations are created in discourses and one can not go                               
behind discourse to find some true or become enlightened. According to Laclau and Mouffe                           
discourses are completely constitutive to the way we understand the world. Laclau and                         
Mouffe's theory treats generale patterns and more abstract mapping of discourses which                       
circulate in society. They are interested in how discourse limit our opportunities for action                           
and agency (Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 20­21) 
B. Hegemony and Socialist Strategy 
Laclau and Mouffe's theory offers many different concepts that can seem complex,                       
but can help one analyse how social practice is constituting meaning. The theory is based on                               
how all objects are located within a discourse during which the social world is formed                             
(Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 107). These concepts can not as such be disassembled, but are                             
incorporated into each other to help one understanding how the world becomes meaningful to                           
us through discourses. This presentation will be based on "Hegemony and Socialist Strategy"                         
from 1985, where some of their main concepts will be presented. 
C. Signification 
Laclau and Mouffe are often characterised as post­structuralist scientists. The                   
significance attached to words, objects and signs is constantly evolving and developing. The                         
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 signification process will always attempt to fix the meaning of the signs, but fixation of                             
meaning will never be completely possible. This lead to how signification can change, which                           
Laclau and Mouffe provide examples as how an earthquake can be attributed signification as                           
a natural phenomenon or a sign from God (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 108). Signification                           
occurs in social practices and through language, where phenomena and signs are organised in                           
particular ways that results in different ways of looking at and understanding the world. One                             
might say that signification happens through a struggle of meaning, meaning as something we                           
attach to differents things as objects, phenomena and social practices.  
D. Articulation 
Articulation is the practice where discourses are produced and transformed. Without                     
any articulation there would not be a discourse and therefore it can be said that all                               
signification practices are within the articulation. Articulation is the process where signs and                         
objects are related to each other: 
 
The general field of the emergence of Hegemony is that of articulatory                       
practices, that is, a field where the 'Elements' have not crystallized into                       
'moments'.  
(Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 134). 
 
Elements are signs that have received an almost natural meaning, and therefore there is not a                               
struggle over their meaning. There may be a struggle over ‘human rights’ for instance, but not                               
over the meaning of ‘wood’ or ‘kids’. (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 106). According to Laclau                             
and Mouffe, articulation is the process where elements are assigned a meaning and is                           
therefore part of the discourse. Thereby, the elements will, through a maximum of fixation,                           
turn into moments, which can help to create a dominant understanding; "[...] moments of a                             
closed and fully constituted Totality where every moment is subsumed from the beginning                         
under the principle of repetition" (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 106). 
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 E. Nodal points 
Nodal points represent the core concept or topic within a given discourse, such as                           
"health", "democracy" or "human rights". A nodal point is a partial fixation of meaning to a                               
subject, where the nodal point is organised in relation to other elements that applies meaning                             
to it, this excluding other possible fixations of meaning in a specific context (Phillips &                             
Jørgensen, 2002: 26). The nodal point is formed through chains of equivalence that                         
contributes to the attribution of meaning to the nodal point; like human rights is the nodal                               
point, then the chain of equivalence could be ­ “equality”, “freedom of speech”, “economic                           
rights” and so on.  
 
Nodal point can thus be said to be a uniquely defined phenomenon, but can be                             
changed via the various attributions there is to it. A nodal point as "health" can change its                                 
meaning over time;  
 
It is this ambiguity which makes possible articulation as a practice instituting                       
nodal points which partially fix the meaning of the social in an organized system                           
of differences. 
 
(Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 135) 
F. Equivalence 
Laclau and Mouffe define equivalence as something that defines the nodal point and                         
how to talk about it (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 128). Part of the chain of equivalence is called                                   
floating signifier or empty signifiers. This means that there is no meaning attached to it, but                               
by attaching the signifiers to an object it gains meaning. Different discourses can then                           
struggle to give the floating signifiers meaning through the chain of equivalence, thus it is                             
both a constitutive and constituting process (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 134).  
The different chains of equivalence are often associated with different underlying logics,                       
which is called the logic of equivalence. The logic of equivalence is a stance against an issue                                 
based on whether one is positively positioned against it or negatively (Laclau & Mouffe,                           
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 2001: 128). An analysis of the chains of equivalence can therefore detect the logics and                             
understandings around the nodal point, which is the meaning behind an articulation about a                           
nodal point. 
G. Antagonism and Hegemony 
Antagonism is an expression of the many discourses that are in the public domain and                             
which are in opposition to each other. This may mean that two discourses or identities are                               
mutually exclusive and thus creating antagonism “[...] the more unstable the social relations,                         
the less successful will be any definite system of difference and the more the points of                               
antagonism will proliferate.” (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 131). Antagonism is a term that                         
describes the point where two discourses cannot come to an agreement. By analysing a                           
particular discourse, one may also implicitly find its antagonism, as it will be the opposite                             
discourse (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 131­133). 
 
The term hegemony can be used when there is a struggle within the articulation                           
process, where signs and objects are related to each other and some meaning tries to                             
dominate. Hegemony, according to Laclau and Mouffe, only take place in a field dominated                           
by articulation practices (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 134). Hegemony cannot take place as soon                           
as these elements are established and stabilised. This is a power struggle between different                           
oppositions, where hegemony will be present as long as there is different meanings attributed                           
to a particular nodal point: 
 
Thus, the two conditions of a hegemonic articulation are the presence of                       
antagonistic forces and the instability of the frontiers which separate them. Only                       
the presence of a vast area of floating elements and the possibility of their                           
articulation to opposite camps – which implies a constant redefinition of the latter                         
– is what constitutes the terrain permitting us to define a practice as hegemonic. 
 
 (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 136). 
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 Hegemony indicates a solution to an antagonism, since one discourse is more dominant than                           
the other.  
H. Subject positions 
A final concept that will be considered by Laclau and Mouffe is the subject positions.                             
The subject is created from the position in which discourse is produced and therefore the                             
subject contains no “solid core”. A subject is the sum of different positions concerning                           
different topics in which one participates in. This may mean that the subject has the ability                               
both to change discourses and is shaped by them (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 109). Laclau and                               
Mouffe define the subject as "overdetermined"; ”This field of identities which never manage                         
to be fully fixed, is the field of overdetermination” (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 111). 
The subject position can then be compared to the nodal point, as something that is receiving a                                 
meaning, but is never in a fixed position. New meaning can always be added to the subject                                 
position, but the agents of the subject will always be determined through the discourses,                           
which can be called overdetermination.  
I. How to create an analysis template 
Laclau and Mouffe's discourse theory can be used to analyse the different signification                         
given to physical objects and social phenomena. By looking at the chains of equivalence and                             
logics, one can gain an overview of the created nodal point and thus the discourse it is in.                                   
This means that one can find its antagonist counterpart and eventually characterise the                         
discourses, opinions, identities and social space hiding in the text. 
 
This is what the analysis will pursue with the two interviews; it will open up the                               
interviews and illuminate the discourses that appears as well as the attitudes and opinions that                             
are creating their reality and meanings. The three following questions constitute an analysis                         
template for the project and will therefore help analyse each interview: 
● Which nodal points appears in the two interviews and how are the interviewees                         
attributing meaning to them through articulation? 
● Which subject positions are made visible in the two interviews? 
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 ● Which antagonisms arises in the interview and how are they challenging the dominant                         
discourses?   
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 II. Analysis 
1.Introduction 
The following analysis will utilise the theory by Laclau and Mouffe to unravel the                           
different social and cultural processes which take place in the meeting with another culture                           
and are made visible through the interviewees’ use of different discourses. By exploring these                           
discourses we can make assumptions about which logics are attached to different phenomena                         
concerning human rights, social and economic justice and Guatemala. By using a set of                           
questions, which constructs our analysis template, we will try to get closer to an                           
understanding of the interviewees’ (and therefore the organisations’) perception of the world.                       
These three questions were constructed on the basis of Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory                           
since they will help us go beyond a mere reading of the interviews. Laclau and Mouffe                               
introduce three important concepts within their theory: the nodal points, the subject positions                         
and the antagonisms which are at basis of a possible ​hegemony (Laclau & Mouffe, 2011:                             
105­114 & 127­148).  
 
Through the analysis that we will conduct by answering to this set of question, we will                               
begin to answer our problem formulation which is the following: ​Are the organisations                         
constructing problems by drawing on different discourses, and if they are, how does the way                             
they articulate it tell us something about their perception of the world?​In the interviews, the                               
representatives deal with the problem(s) their organisation encounter. To construct their                     
argumentation about those problems, the representatives are taking ​from particular                   
discourses. It tells us about the organisations’ point of view and therefore about their                           
understanding of the world. Until one creates a problem (or the idea of a problem) there is no                                   
problem. As Michel Foucault puts it; ​“What desire can be contrary to nature since it was                               
given to man by nature itself?” (Foucault, 1997: 282). ​Before psychiatrists existed (which is                           
the solution to a problem) there were no mental illnesses (which is the problem). In order to                                 
bring some elements of answer to this problem formulation, we will start in the first part by                                 
looking for the nodal points (or core values) that the representatives point out in the                             
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 interviews and how they attach meaning to them with the use of signifiers. In a second part                                 
we will focus on the different subject positions (representations and identities) that are                         
mentioned by the interviewees. In the final part of our analysis we will compare the different                               
discourses, and see how the relation between organisation and government and local                       
organisations appear. 
2. Nodal points from the interviews with the NGO’s 
After analysing the interviews ​with the two representatives of the NGOs, we                       
discovered recurrent values. These nodal points were at the center of the conversations and                           
different signifiers (or meanings) were attached to them. According to Laclau and Mouffe,                         
these signifiers are called chains of equivalence. We want to investigate how the different                           
organisations draw on different discourses when they construct a problem thanks to the study                           
of those chains of equivalences.  
 
IBIS 
A. Education 
The first nodal point we will investigate that is articulated in the interview is the right to                                 
education, which, we have found out, adds a connotation to the concept of human rights for                               
IBIS. In the interview we can see how Bisgaard gives meaning to ‘education’ with signifiers                             
such as job possibilities, diminishment of poverty, future of Guatemala and opportunities for                         
the individuals. Together these signifiers construct the chain of equivalences, which can be                         
seen in the following quote: 
 
[...] we are trying together with our partner organisations in Guatemala to put                         
political pressure on the government to invest more in the education area because                         
we know that education is one of the keys for Guatemala to grow as a nation but                                 
also to give individuals better opportunities in the future, to get a job and to get                               
out of poverty.  
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 (Appendix 1: 2) 
 
In this quote, Bisgaard attributes different signifiers to the word ‘education’ through the chain                           
of values that is attached to it. Furthermore, in his utterance, he implies a connection between                               
these values and the improvement of human conditions. In that sense, he implicitly makes a                             
connection between the right to education and IBIS’s idea of an ideal society in his                             
articulation. Bisgaard uses signifiers which give value to education and that are associated to                           
human rights. He thus puts the concept of education in the position of a society problem. By                                 
making the connection between society and individuals, saying that educating individuals is a                         
key for the improvement of the society, he is therefore drawing on logics that carries ideas                               
about education as a normative to improve the Guatemalan society.  
 
Furthermore he isolates the “access to education” to make it stand out from the rest of                               
what IBIS considers as human rights, as seen in the following quote; “[...] we use to work                                 
with human rights and the respect for human rights ​and ​access to education” (Appendix 1: 1)                               
(emphasis added). This shows that education has a fundamental importance for IBIS in the                           
relation to “respect for human rights”. He is separating the terms “human rights” and                           
“education” from each other, but at the same time establishes a positive connotation about                           
human rights, which he uses to link to the importance of education. Thus not excluding other                               
tactics of improvements on human conditions, but metaphorically implementing education in                     
the discourses of human rights he is drawing from.  
 
In this chapter we have seen how diminishment of poverty, future of Guatemala,                         
opportunities for the individuals, improvements of human conditions and human rights are,                       
altogether, create a frame for the meaning to the concept ‘education’, through the eyes of                             
Bisgaard. This shows that IBIS puts a special emphasis on that aspect and that it is primordial                                 
for the organisation to focus on this area, which makes it one of the major nodal points in the                                     
interview with Bisgaard. 
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 B. Social and economic injustices 
In the interview Bisgaard mentions different injustices as well as the violation of                         
social and economic rights. In this chapter we want to analyse how IBIS defines these                             
violations of rights as a problem and which discourses are part of constructing these                           
assumptions.  
 
Bisgaard explains in the interview that; “If you live for no money then it is a violation                                 
of your rights” (Appendix 1: 5). This establishes a clear link between the words “poverty”                             
and “rights”. In this sense, Bisgaard gives the word poverty meaning through negative                         
connotation and explains where the violation of human rights begins, which is when one has                             
to live “for no money”. He thus creates a problem by drawing on logics about human rights to                                   
construct the frame that they constitutes for IBIS. Thereby, he gives signification to the                           
problem of social and economic inequalities through the antagonism that is issued from his                           
articulation about the Guatemalan society. By exposing one of the step with which the                           
violation of human rights begins in the eye of IBIS, Bisgaard shows what is the organisation’s                               
perception of it.  
 
In this quote, Bisgaard puts the emphasis on the word “need”: “We ​need to do                               
something about inequality and we ​need ​to do something about the concentration of wealth                           
on a very very few percent of the population in each country” (Appendix 1: 5) (emphasis                               
added). This way of positioning “need” gives a positive meaning to justice, since Bisgaard                           
denotes the concern about the distribution of wealth. This stems from a discourse concerning                           
equality of rights, which is displayed in IBIS’s values on social and economic justices.                           
Furthermore, a logic about human rights is constructed as the ideal position to defeat                           
injustices, that is used to warrant the argument. Moreover, Bisgaard explains that:  
 
It is still a structural problem in Guatemala, which is becoming a stronger and                           
stronger country in terms of economy but it is still a very weak country in terms                               
of democracy and respect for human rights and inclusion of indigenous people in                         
the country.  
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(Appendix 1: 2) 
 
In this quote Bisgaard constructs a coherence between inequality, injustice, discrimination                     
and exclusion of the indigenous people. These different terms related to the judicial system of                             
the country, are according to Bisgaard, at the foundation of the structural problems in                           
Guatemala. Another problem regarding social and economic justices are women and youth:                       
“Youth are below elderly people, as women are below men” (Appendix 1: 8). In this quote,                               
Bisgaard exposes how IBIS perceives the categorisation of the society. In this sentence the                           
dichotomy of gender and youth based issues are revealed. These issues derive from different                           
roles that are granted or denied to individuals, according to IBIS’s understanding of                         
Guatemalan norms. For them it is also important to include women “in political decision                           
making” (Appendix 1: 1). By this IBIS is trying to transform the normative structure in                             
Guatemala which currently places youth and women below men and elderly. Hence the                         
inequalities of Guatemala, a lot of youngsters are escaping to other countries because: “they                           
do not see any opportunities” (Appendix 1: 6). By summing up different concepts of                           
inequalities, IBIS constructs a problem. This shows an antagonism arising from the                       
discrepancy IBIS sees between the current social structure in Guatemala and the social and                           
economic equality.  
 
This part demonstrated that the interviewee is drawing on logics from several                       
discourses about equality and justice to support their argument surrounding social and                       
economic justices. Bisgaard constructs a negative chain of equivalences regarding IBIS’s                     
perception of Guatemalan society when it comes to social and economic justice. The chain of                             
equivalences is supported by several signifiers: discrimination, racism, lack of influence in                       
politics, poverty, social exclusion ​and inequalities. Altogether, they give to the nodal point,                         
which is social and economic injustices, a negative meaning.  
C. Development 
When working on development of the Guatemalan society, IBIS encounters several                     
dilemmas with local partners. IBIS is presenting their work as a set of value that derives from                                 
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 an humanitarian ideology. Equality, social and economic justice, education and development                     
are values IBIS, with the help of their local partners, try to implement in Guatemala. The                               
antagonism resides in the fact that IBIS and the local organisations have different perceptions                           
of the concept of human rights:  
 
But where we can see that this is a huge problem, we will not continue our                               
partnership, because we will not accept violations [...] of human rights [...] within                         
the organisation that we support with money, just as we will not accept                         
corruption. That is sometimes a dilemma, because when do you go in and try and                             
help them solve the problems and when do you avoid them? I mean that is a                               
dilemma. 
(Appendix 1: 8) 
 
This quote puts in evidence the dilemma that arises from a clash between conflicting ideas,                             
from the part of IBIS and the local organisations, on equality, justice and human rights. Their                               
aim is to strengthen the voice of the local organisations by strengthening those values. That                             
way, the local organisations can work from IBIS’s perspective to better the Guatemalan                         
society. However, IBIS encounters a dilemma when it comes to take a decision on whether                             
the organisation should persevere its efforts to work with this local partner, or if it is too                                 
much of a violation of human rights.  
 
The history of Guatemala is another aspect of the process of development in the                           
country. The historical heritage is one of the reason why Guatemala needs development, but                           
at the same time, it is also an obstacle for the development and improvement of human rights.                                 
These problems arise from the fact that the history is not acknowledged and therefore                           
mistakes are repeated:  
 
Historically there has been a clash, contradictions, lack of dialogue and lack of                         
understanding. We still see that today now 500 years after the colonisation of                         
Latin America.  
 
(Appendix 1: 6) 
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In this quote, Bisgaard highlights the connection between the importance of development and                         
the historical aspect. He constructs the idea of a problem by making a link between the denial                                 
of the historical aspects and the need for development. By establishing this connection, he                           
implies that IBIS sees a problem in the lack of communication and responsibility taken for                             
the development. Furthermore Bisgaard establishes a link between the lack of responsibilities                       
and the elite of the society: 
 
[...] many of the very rich companies and very rich people move their money                           
away to Panama, Cayman islands or to Luxembourg to avoid to pay taxes in                           
Guatemala.  
 
(Appendix 1: 3) 
 
later on, he mentions that:  
 
[...] the civil society has a very very weak voice, and a small elite in the country                                 
within politicians and very rich people in Guatemala have all the political and                         
economic power. 
 
(Appendix 1: 5) 
 
Bisgaard tells about the elite formed by the richest individuals in Guatemala and some                           
members of the government. He states that they are the ones with the most potential to have                                 
an impact and do not recognise the social injustices as their responsibility, nor do they use                               
their agency to reverse the logics that stemmed from the colonisation. It can be seen as a                                 
structural problem, since the lack of involvement from the “powerful ones” results in an                           
absence of changes in the Guatemalan society. To thrive for development, the population first                           
needs to acknowledge their past and the flaws that were part of it, in order to avoid                                 
reproducing mistakes and evolve into a better society. IBIS considers this process as a key for                               
development, since he uses signifiers such as equality and justice to create a positive logic                             
regarding development. But these signifiers are challenged by the lack of acknowledgment of                         
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 historical heritage which, according to IBIS, prevents the well development of the                       
Guatemalan society. 
 
DIGNITY 
A. Rehabilitation  
During the interview, Kjærulf strengthen the concept of rehabilitation throughout                   
articulations stemming from discourses about human rights. He adds meaning to                     
rehabilitation through different signifiers such as mental health, communication, victims, the                     
Guatemalan history and their government. All those signifiers form a chain of equivalence                         
which builds the meaning of the nodal point: 
 
And I am talking about repression that made people not speak to each other. So if                               
you see a lot about these program that they have, they kind of try to transform the                                 
three monkeys into we use to not speak we use to not see anything we did not                                 
hear anything but now we shout it out. So basically that was the strategy of                             
reversing the silence into open communication about what really happened.  
 
(Appendix 2: 4) 
 
This quote illustrates how Kjærulf gives meaning to the importance of rehabilitation by                         
constructing the problem around communication. The problem with communication is linked                     
to the historical aspect and has been part of shaping the intercultural society that does not                               
acknowledge and discuss cultural differences. Therefore, two counter positions emanate from                     
this problem. The first one is that the victims remain silent and the second one that the elite                                   
upholds their subordinate position. Even though the elite and government have the agency to                           
reverse the logic, they are themselves determined by historical structures. Thus there is                         
created a stigma between these counter positions that do not allow the population of                           
Guatemala to move forward from the problematics that stems from the colonisation.                       
According to Kjærulf, by refusing to look at who are the ones guilty for the civil war, the                                   
society has made a taboo of Guatemalan history. This taboo is maintained by the government                             
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 since they refuse to dig into history and to look for a way to help the victims moving on by                                       
pointing out to who was responsible for their suffering. This is exemplified in the interview                             
by Kjærulf: 
 
And they did it in a very particular way, they smash his head with a big concret                                 
bug because they did not want his thinking, basically. So he became a symbol of                             
change. 
 
(Appendix 2: 2) 
 
Communication is fundamental for rehabilitation, but the government makes it difficult by                       
undermining discourses that contradict their own point of view. By using discourses produced                         
from the Guatemalan society, Kjærulf establishes a link between the history and the victims.                           
The victims are associated with the past history of Guatemala and since this history is                             
considered as a problem, so are the victims. The status of the victims is thus not                               
acknowledged by the Guatemalan society which puts them in the position of a symbol of                             
Guatemala history of violence.   
 
After taking a closer look at this nodal point, we have understood how rehabilitation is                             
articulated through a chain of elements which are mental health, communication, history,                       
government and victims. The problem is here constructed through the way Kjærulf explains                         
what they want to fix and how they plan to do it. Rehabilitation is therefore seen as a                                   
necessity to improve human rights in Guatemala, which is why it derives from certain logics                             
revolving around human rights. Kjærulf establishes the link between mental health and                       
rehabilitation by exposing the problem which is that without communication and                     
acknowledgment of history, the victims will keep suffering from mental health.  
B. Community empowerment 
The next nodal point articulated by Kjærulf is community empowerment. This will                       
also show how he draws on different discourses of human rights in order to articulate a                               
meaning for community empowerment. Throughout the interview, community empowerment                 
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 was articulated with different signifiers such as “norms”, “evidence” and “security”. ​Kjærulf                       
present community empowerment as DIGNITY’s end goal which is reached thanks to thelp                         
of several working methods: 
 
We ride on good culture and we try to change bad norms and counterproductive                           
work by evidence. So you could say that in a traditional human rights organisation                           
norms is everything. You should do it because I say so because I say so for a                                 
reason. The reason is, it is the right thing to do. And we have conventions and it is                                   
the human rights. This is norms. The other one is saying, you should consider                           
doing it differently because it does not work. That is evidence. 
 
(Appendix 2: 15) 
 
In this quote Kjærulf tells about norms and how they are established from the perspective of                               
an traditional human rights organisation. According to him, ​most of them make their                         
decisions based on their own moral norms and do not compromise their principles on human                             
rights. But, DIGNITY does allow compromises in order to achieve changes on the long run.                             
Kjærulfs is constructing an antagonism based on the discrepancy between the way an                         
organisation should handle the “norms” of a country and their actual working methods to do                             
so. Indeed, handling the norms can be done in two different ways, either by trying to be                                 
morally right and making concessions, or by dictating one’s own idea of those norms (which                             
is embodied by Kjærulf‘s perception of the “traditional human right organisation”). The                       
interviewee in creating a chain of equivalences gathering the concept of evidence­based                       
work, patience, cooperation and acknowledgment of other norms. This shows an alternative                       
logic of equivalence when looking at other organisations, which is based on evidence and                           
practicality and is rooted in DIGNITY experiences of working in different places of the                           
world. 
 
Furthermore, he articulates how community empowerment is closely linked to human                     
rights: 
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 We had to be a little bit careful by that because there was so much suppression                               
still but since we called it ‘empowerment’ instead of ‘human rights’ it opened up                           
for not being so dangerous to the state.  
(Appendix 2: 5) 
 
He says that empowerment is equal to human rights, but in that sense, it does not mean that                                   
human rights are equal to community empowerment. Even if he connotes the signification of                           
community empowerment as equal to human rights, it derives from a specific discourse                         
amongst many. What Kjærulf means by “community empowerment” is the “improvement of                       
human rights”. DIGNITY’s approach is described as successful by Kjærulf because it is a                           
realistic one. He uses positive signifiers such as evidence based method to describe                         
DIGNITY's method of community empowerment. This method consists in modifying what                     
they consider as “bad norms” into “good norms”.  
 
The main obstacle to DIGNITY’s work mentioned throughout the interview with                     
Kærulf is the one concerning security. DIGNITY’s work depends on the context of the area                             
they are working in which is here defined through security: if there is no guaranteed security,                               
DIGNITY is powerless:  
 
What works. Whenever we find in our relations in our visits something that does                           
not work, did not work though it should. Created danger. Cut it off. Do something                             
else. Very flexible, very fast. Immediate. Security is number one. 
 
(Appendix 2:13) 
 
Kjærulf draws on a discourse of human rights to explain that one cannot uphold human rights                               
anywhere and at anytime, there is a limit which is here drawn by the need for security and                                   
when things get too dangerous. This adds a meaning to community empowerment which                         
itself came from the very fact that DIGNITY had to be careful about the way they labeled                                 
their work. This can show the organisation’s ideology concerning human rights, but also the                           
reality they cannot escape from.  
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 Conclusion 
Through the analysis, we have found different nodal points, which each shows how                         
the organisation constructs a problem and adds meaning to it through signifiers. The two                           
organisations are giving meaning to the problems by borrowing from discourses concerning                       
human rights.  
 
IBIS encounters several obstacles when it tries to establish social and economic                       
equality and justice through the improvement of education and development. They see a                         
primary problem in the current structure of Guatemalan society. In order to help the country                             
through its development, IBIS has to overcome the problems encountered during the work                         
with their local partners and the ones created through a denial of the historical heritage and                               
social inequalities. DIGNITY faced different obstacles to reach one of their end goal which is                             
rehabilitation. Those problems were: a lack of communication about historical heritage, the                       
taboo nourished by the Guatemalan government and society concerning history. DIGNITY                     
creates a meaning to the concept of community empowerment, by defining which working                         
methods they find successful and what keeps them from implementing those methods. These                         
three conditions: norms, evidence and security define a context in which DIGNITY can                         
intervene or not.  
 
On behalf of this we can conclude that DIGNITY and IBIS drawn on different                           
discourses from human rights, one about education and inequality and one with rehabilitation                         
and empowerment. 
 
3. Subject positions 
In the interview, we have found out that there were different meanings attributed to                           
each subject position. IBIS’s and DIGNITY’s articulations add meaning to the different                       
subjects the representatives evoke throughout the interviews. The different subjects and                     
identities could be the the speaker himself (both individually or through the organisation) but                           
also the Guatemalan people, the government, the victims, and so on. By choosing to talk                             
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 about these subjects specifically and by the way he is describing them, the interviewee puts                             
them in certain positions. Therefore, this gives an idea of his own understanding of the                             
different subject positions. By the process of describing or talking about the others, one also                             
describes oneself in a way since one is (or is not) what the others are not (or are). As Phillips                                       
and Jørgensen explain it: 
 
[The subject, edit.] is being represented in this way by a cluster of signifiers with                             
a nodal point at its centre that one acquire an identity. Identities are accepted,                           
refused, and negotiated in discursive processes. 
 
(Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 43) 
  
The interviewee (hence, the organisation) will be represented throughout representations of                     
others created and negotiation of identity. 
 
IBIS 
A. The organisation ­ IBIS  
Throughout this interview, Bisgaard is, alone, representing two different identities:                   
himself and the organisation he speaks in the name of. Our interviewee did not talk about                               
himself during the interview since he identified himself with and described himself through                         
the organisation. So even as the speaker, he was not the main subject throughout the                             
interview ​he ​conducted. We are able to say so because he rarely used the first person singular,                                 
but always talked through the perspective of IBIS or by using the first person plural.                             
Therefore Bisgaard is (just) a part of the social perspective he is speaking from since he has,                                 
here, the role of a spokeperson of IBIS.  
 
The way Bisgaard describes IBIS shows us that the organisation has a very low                           
tolerance when it comes to two different matters: corruption and violation of human rights.                           
As he puts it:  
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 [...] we will not accept violations of women’s rights, or other types of human                           
rights violations within the organisation that we support with money, just as we                         
will not accept corruption.  
 
(Appendix 1:8) 
 
The statement “we will not accept” is a simple but clear way to disclose their value                               
concerning human rights and their relation to money. Here he position himself as being part                             
of IBIS as an organisation. At the same time, it may indicate that, in contrast with IBIS, other                                   
organisations do accept small twisting of the human rights or are more forgivable when it                             
comes to corruption. Thus, the interviewee constructs one of the understandings that itself                         
builds the subject position of IBIS.  
 
Other organisations are also part of the process of describing the subject position,                         
which in this case is IBIS. Indeed, the organisation is only able to accomplish its work in                                 
Guatemala thanks to the collaborations it has with other local organisations that act on the                             
behalf of IBIS in the country itself. The way Bisgaard talks about the organisation’s                           
collaboration with their local partners, gives us some information about how IBIS sees itself: 
 
[...] we are coming with the money. We would like a very balanced relationship to                             
our partner organisations in Guatemala, but sometime that is difficult, because we                       
are coming with the money and we want to work together with them to improve                             
democracy and human rights in Guatemala. 
 
(Appendix 1: 3) 
 
Even though it is not part of their intentions, IBIS may consider themselves as more powerful                               
than their local partners, as Bisgaard has established that money equals power. But this                           
money, as it comes from different legitimate donors (such as the world bank or the Danish                               
government) gives IBIS more credibility and more weight compared to those smaller local                         
organisations.  
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 Throughout the interview, Bisgaard describes IBIS by referring to other organisations                     
(their local partners). For instance, by qualifying the other organisations as “local” (Appendix                         
1: 9), Bisgaard puts IBIS in the position of “non­local” organisation, meaning they are only                             
able to work in Guatemala through their partnerships. Therefore we can say that those                           
organisations exist through IBIS just like IBIS exists through those organisations, since they                         
depend on each other. This illustrates one of the characteristics of the subject according to                             
Laclau and Mouffe (2002: 43): “the subject is fundamentally split, it never quite becomes                           
‘itself”. 
B. The Guatemalan population 
Another one of the main identities made visible through Bisgaard’s interview is the                         
Guatemalan population. However, there is one part of this population that appears more than                           
others throughout the interview, since it is the one IBIS is working with the most and it is an                                     
important part of the whole Guatemalan population.  
 
The subject position of the Guatemalan population gives us a good example of how                           
“the subject acquires its identity by being represented discursively” according to Laclau and                         
Mouffe (Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 43). Here, Bisgaard put the focus on the indigenous                           
population because it is one of the main areas of IBIS’s work. It does not mean that the rest of                                       
the population is not important or forgotten, but because Bisgaard chose to mention them less,                             
their identity is barely visible in the interview. We can deduce this from the fact that they are                                   
less present in IBIS’s work since they are not the part of the population that it has chosen to                                     
focus its work on. When we look at the way Bisgaard talks about the indigenous people, we                                 
can see there is a divide between them and the rest of the population: 
 
It is a strong focus on indigenous people, but also the rest of the population in the                                 
countries [...] the indigenous population are the weakest of, and they are the most                           
poor and excluded part of the population and when you look at violations of                           
human rights then you often see it as a major problem and the biggest problem                             
within the indigenous people population.  
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 (Appendix 1: 2) 
 
Here, by describing the indigenous with the use of negative signifiers, Bisgaard puts them in                             
the position of a needing people which depends on IBIS in order to thrive. However, this                               
subject position changes throughout the interview. Despite the indigenous being characterised                     
with words like “poor” or “weak” at the beginning of the interview, some more positive                             
logics are put in place towards the end:  
 
The ambition should be that they respect each other for their differences, [...] But                           
I experience that they are proud, they are more and more proud of their culture                             
and languages and I find that very strong and important. 
 
(Appendix 1: 7) 
 
Here, Bisgaard explicitly gives his, and therefore IBIS’s, opinion when he says “I                         
experienced” and “I find that”. This shows the values IBIS and Bisgaard believe in such as                               
differences among a culture or a society. The acceptance of others’ differences is for them a                               
fundamental concept in the respect of human rights as it stands for equality. 
 
According to Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory, a subject position is never fixed                         
but can change depending on the discourses they are negotiating their identity through. In                           
spite of their initially fragile position, the indigenous people gain more confidence and                         
agency which can indicate that they themselves challenged their subject position, a logic that                           
is supported by IBIS.  
C. The government 
The last identity that is quite recurrent in the interview with Bisgaard is the                           
government revealed through their subject positioning. Dealing with the Guatemalan                   
government seems necessary since IBIS is working in its country, but there is no direct                             
interaction with it. The relation IBIS has with the government tells us about its idea of a                                 
“good” government:  
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[IBIS, edit.] do not support the government, because [its, edit.] equals will be civil                           
society […] that would be the job of UN, or even the Danish embassy [...]  
 
(Appendix 1: 9) 
 
There has to be some kind of interaction with the government as they are the only                               
ones who can make changes regarding health care, education or tax system. However,                         
through the way Bisgaard talks about it, we can sense some reluctance from the part of IBIS.                                 
Indeed, he describes it as “the job of UN”, or in other words, not their job. IBIS helps their                                     
local partners to “stand strong on their demands towards the government” (Appendix 1: 9),                           
this could thus indicate that there is some kind of conflict between those local organisations                             
and the government. As the local organisations are part of IBIS’s identity, the logic would be                               
that the latter is also in ‘conflict’ with the government.  
 
The identity of the Guatemalan government is also described through IBIS’s idea of                         
what a government should look like and the decisions it should take:  
 
[...] show the government how education can be done in another way, and what                           
are our ideas and terms of a new and more progressive tax system in Guatemala                             
[...] 
 
(Appendix 1: 9­10) 
  
By explaining how the government in Guatemala can do better, Bisgaard also makes an                           
implicit criticism of the government. Indeed, he sees a lack of decision making from the                             
government concerning some aspects that he considers important (such as education, tax                       
system and health care). By saying “​our ideas” (emphasis added), he positions IBIS’s ideas                           
and way of doing things as an example that should be followed by the government.  
 
Here, Bisgaard describes the Guatemalan government thanks to IBIS’s and his own                       
idea of what a government should do and look like. Therefore by attributing negative                           
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 articulations to the government, the logic around it appears to us. Finally, just like for all the                                 
other subject positions, it tells us something about IBIS’s perception of the world.  
 
DIGNITY 
A. The organisation ­ DIGNITY  
Throughout the interview Kjærulf, attributes several qualities to the organisation,                   
which thus puts it in a certain position. He characterises DIGNITY through their work; “So                             
basically you would say that it is a community approach. It is not a field visit it is working in                                       
the community and making that sustainable.” (Appendix 2: 5). Their work is here described                           
as field work taking place over a long time, to make the community sustainable. When                             
Kjærulf says “it is not a field visit” we can see how seriously the organisation is enrolled in                                   
the very process of making the community more sustainable. The quote may also indicate that                             
DIGNITY is critical about organisations that simply make “field visits” and therefore do not                           
participate enough in the procedure. Kjærulf positions the organisation as one that strives for                           
evidence, collects data, which results in a experience­based knowledge they can address all                         
sectors with; “So the basic idea is build the evidence, tell about it, create a practice, where                                 
people do it, in each of the groups” (Appendix 2: 14). This shows that the organisation does                                 
not want to work simply on the basis of perception but on the one of evidential knowledge.                                 
The verb “build” indicates the idea that DIGNITY does not settle for simple “perceptions”                           
but feels the need to be part of the process from the very beginning to the end. In this process,                                       
they also feel it is important to take the country's culture into consideration: “So we tried to                                 
find links between new knowledge and old practices and old understanding” (Appendix 2: 8).                           
By saying “old practices and old understandings” Kjærulf indicates that DIGNITY not only                         
takes into account their own past and practical experiences but also the country’s history and                             
culture. This shows that the organisation is influenced by other discourses, those being the                           
ones produced by the communities they are working with.  
 
Through this way of positioning themselves, DIGNITY tries to acknowledge as many                       
other perspective than their own as possible. The logic that derives from Kjærulf‘s                         
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 articulation is one that tries to consider the best way of working, which according to him                               
would be by “walking in Guatemala’s shoes”.  
B. The victims 
All along the interview, the part of Guatemalan population DIGNITY work with are                         
characterised as victims. This gives us an good example of how discourses can create and                             
change the way we see identities and social relations (Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 1). The                             
interviewee did not give any more specific information regarding the social category or class,                           
gender, age, etc. of the people defined as victims. They are just described as persons who                               
have been victim of a crime of any kind (such as civil war, terror or torture). These people do                                     
not feel like they have been recognised as victims in the public opinion due to the fact that the                                     
people that committed the crimes have not been prosecuted. (Appendix 2: 3).  
 
The way Kjærulf positions these victims shows us he wants them to move from being                             
passive to being active. They need to change the mindset of the victims and make them                               
realise that they are survivors instead of victims: “And we tried to change the whole mindset                               
of being a victim towards be a survival” (Appendix 2: 9). This subject position of the victim                                 
then illustrates a passiveness, a sameness and a suffering. Moreover, the “label” of “victims”                           
can seem like an identity built by DIGNITY. Who they characterise as “victims” do not                             
consider so themselves: “the victims feel that they were guilty” (Appendix 2: 3). Thus, the                             
word “victim” is a subject position that DIGNITY attributes to a group of people. This shows                               
us that the subject position thus changes depending on the different discourses that influence                           
the definition of this subject position.  
 
The reason why this subject position of the victims is significant is because it shows                             
that DIGNITY does not discriminate any part of the Guatemalan population. Whichever                       
social category one belongs to, one’s age or one’s gender, one will always be considered as a                                 
victim by DIGNITY as long as one has experienced torture.   
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 C. Guatemala 
Another subject position that is mentioned in the interview with Kjærulf is Guatemala                         
as a country. One may consider Guatemala as a subject position because of the meaning and                               
identity which is attached to it, as Phillips and Jørgensen explains it:  
 
Identity, for Lacan, is equivalent to identification with something. And this                     
‘something’ is the subject positions which discourse offers the individual. 
 
(Phillips & Jørgensen, 2002: 42) 
 
Kjærulf indicates that the Guatemalan government is a ‘fragile’ one, because they fear                         
and mistrust the organisations and NGOs trying to help; 
  
The government to demonstrate the power that they had and that was at a time                             
where faxes, before internet or internet was there but we did not really use it too                               
much yet. I saw a fax that I had send to our partner on his desk. 
 
(Appendix 2: 6) 
  
With this quote, Kjærulf points out one of the weak point of the state: it feels threatened by                                   
organisations and therefore feels the need to investigate on them. This may show that                           
DIGNITY sees the government as unreliable and implicitly makes a critic of it. The image of                               
a government is by extension the one of the whole country. Therefore, when one criticises a                               
government, one indirectly criticises the country itself. 
 
Besides its fragile state, Guatemala is also a central place of the most violent triangle                             
in Central America and is a country which has suffered from many conflicts throughout time.                             
On behalf of this, Kjærulf tells us that the project in Guatemala is called the “reparation                               
project” (Appendix 2: 7), which can indicate that this country is broken and need to be                               
repaired (Appendix 2: 10). Furthermore Guatemala is described as a country you can never be                             
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 sure of; “It is always difficult to know with Guatemala” as Kjærulf puts it (Appendix 2: 16).                                 
This depicts the country as an unpredictable and unstable one. 
  
All of this creates a negative subject position of Guatemala and depicts the image of a                               
not so functional country according to Kjærulf and DIGNITY. Nonetheless, Guatemala is                       
changing for the better step by step. Thus, the identity attached to Guatemala is not fixed but                                 
still actively in development.   
  
Conclusion 
In the end, it is important to have a closer look at the different subject positions                               
mentioned throughout the interviews and the way they are articulated throughout them. For                         
each of the organisations, we have found out three different identities that were constructed in                             
Bisgaard’s and Kjærulf’s articulations. The way they produce and articulate the different                       
logics related to each subject allow us to learn more about the organisation itself. Indeed, all                               
the different identities that the interviewees describe and the way they do it shows us how                               
they position themselves towards them. For instance, when Bisgaard depicts IBIS as an                         
organisation, he cannot do it just by talking about IBIS: he needs to include some other                               
identities (such as their partner organisations) to create a contrastive description. And the                         
other way around, when Bisgaard characterises identities such as the Guatemalan population                       
or the government, he also says something about IBIS. The same system of positioning is also                               
visible in the interview with Kjærulf from DIGNITY. All subject positions thus support each                           
other, meaning that in order to describe one’s perception of the world, one has to use other                                 
identities to describe oneself through them.  
 
As a result for analysing the different subject positions, we can now assume that                           
IBIS’s perception of the world is constructed on the idea that development is made possible                             
through cooperation and delegation. It is also made visible that, for them, acceptance of                           
others’ differences is a key element for a blooming society. Concerning DIGNITY, the                         
analysis put light on the fact that the organisation gives a lot of importance to other                               
perceptions of the world than their own as well as field work. They also try to be as neutral as                                       
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 possible, but when they point out that the country needs reparation, they apply their logics of                               
what is good and bad. 
4. Antagonism and hegemony 
In this last part of the analysis, we will focus on the antagonisms that arise from the                                 
different discourses between the organisations (IBIS and DIGNITY) and another entity                     
(usually the Guatemalan Government or their partner organisations). An antagonism arises                     
when one of the two entities says something and the other one says the opposite. Thus, an                                 
antagonism gives birth to a power struggle which results in the hegemony from one of the                               
two entities. In the course of this analysis, it is relevant to have a closer look at those                                   
antagonisms and hegemony struggles because, once again, it may help us understand how the                           
two organisations position themselves and what perception of the world they have. 
  
IBIS 
A. Human rights 
As Bisgaard explained during the interview, social and economic inequalities are a big                         
issue in Guatemala. Through the interview with Bisgaard it was clear that IBIS had a different                               
way of perceiving and dealing with human rights than the Guatemalan government, which                         
can thus lead to conflicts. Those conflicts are a result of antagonisms that arise from                             
contradictory discourses concerning human rights.  
 
We found out that IBIS was facing two hegemonic struggles. A first antagonism arose                             
from their relation with the government. In this case, IBIS was overruled as their articulation                             
was less powerful than the one of the Government. Even though they are trying to balance                               
that power relation with the Government, it remains the only one that has the possibility to                               
make a real change in Guatemala:  
  
[...] we are trying together with our partner organisations in Guatemala to put                         
political pressure on the government to invest more in the education area because                         
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 we know that education is one of the keys for Guatemala to grow as a nation but                                 
also to give individuals better opportunities in the future, to get a job and to get                               
out of poverty. 
 
(Appendix 1:2) 
 
Bisgaard mentions poverty and lack of opportunities which, for IBIS, represents an obstacle.                         
They hold the government responsible concerning those problems, which leads to a conflict                         
of ideas. IBIS and the government have two opposite ideas of what the latter should do,                               
which results in a power struggle. When Bisgaard talks about putting “political pressure on                           
the government”, it shows that the government currently owns the power and IBIS cannot                           
make significant change on itself. They are aware the government makes the final decisions                           
and that they are powerless in front of that. Therefore, IBIS’s goal is to strengthen the voice                                 
of their local partners to have a chance to balance the hegemonic power. 
 
The problem right now in Guatemala is that the civil society has a very very weak                               
voice, and a small elite in the country within politicians and very rich people in                             
Guatemala have all the political and economic power. 
 
(Appendix 1: 5) 
 
This power relation opposes the Guatemalan government to IBIS. In an antagonism, one                         
discourse has more weight than the other. Here, the “small elite [...] within politicians and                             
very rich people” is opposed to “the civil society” whose voice is much weaker. Thus the                               
power goes to the government and the elites they are represented by. IBIS perceives this                             
power relation as one of the biggest problem in Guatemala as it represents injustice and                             
inequality among the society.  
B. Local organisations  
While IBIS is trying to change structures in Guatemala, they have to work with other                             
local organisations. This partnership results in a power relation since IBIS is the one                           
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 financing its local partners. As mentioned earlier, IBIS is supporting local organisations with                         
money but they require them to document every dime they have used. Bisgaard mentions that                             
they have no intention in wanting an unbalanced power relationship with the local                         
organisations, and they would rather have a balanced one, but in some cases it is not possible:  
 
Aid is not easy because aid is always coming with conditions, so we are also                             
putting up conditions because we want and we need to produce results and be able                             
to document to the danish populations and the danish politicians [...] 
 
(Appendix 1: 4) 
 
Bisgaard states that IBIS comes up with “conditions” which shows that they are more                           
powerful and are the ones making the final decisions. In order for a local organisation to be                                 
partners with IBIS, it should share the organisation’s values concerning human rights. If it is                             
not the case, then an antagonism can arise from the clash between the two entities’, and can                                 
result in IBIS deciding to end the partnership, as they are the ones with the more power.  
 
This unbalanced power relation is created by the discrepancy caused by money.                       
Indeed, we assume the reason why IBIS has much more power over its local partners is                               
because they are the ones providing them financial support. Thus the organisations know they                           
will not have a lot of means to be really efficient if they do not go in IBIS’s direction and                                       
refuse to adopt the same perception than IBIS.  
 
DIGNITY 
A. Guatemalan government 
DIGNITY also faces a hegemonic struggle with the government, and just like IBIS,                         
the organisation is not powerful enough to face this government. Therefore, the antagonism                         
that emerged from this hegemonic struggle tilts in favor of the latter. Through the entire                             
interview, we can see that there is an ongoing conflict between DIGNITY and the                           
government:  
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[...] he came out with the he commission's work, and he was murdered 24 hours                             
after by people close to the government's, secret services. And they did it in a                             
very particular way, they smash his head with a big concret bug because they did                             
not want his thinking.  
 
(Appendix 2: 2) 
 
This quote reflects the logic of the government: they do not negotiate with different                           
perceptions (that are here embodied by DIGNITY’s) nor do they look for solutions. Instead,                           
they just eliminate the problem. Here, we could wonder if there even is an antagonism:                             
indeed, if the government keeps erasing problems coming from opposite thinkings rather than                         
confronting them, then the problems no longer exist (and there is no antagonism).  
 
Still, through its work, DIGNITY tries to reestablish this antagonism in order for it to                             
result in a power struggle. Since without a power struggle, they cannot hope to gain more                               
power. Over the years and in spite of the risks, the organisation has managed to do so. It has                                     
fought in different sectors and gradually gained some power without making it too obvious                           
for the government. This long­term tactic has born fruit since DIGNITY managed to tilt the                             
hegemonic balance on its side and has re­established an antagonism. For instance, DIGNITY                         
has recently gained some power in the prison sector:  
 
So in 2006 we were instrumental together with our partner ORDA and all their                           
coalition, to get approve the first prison in Guatemala, that is quite interesting.  
 
(Appendix 2: 7) 
  
For the organisation, it is a big step forward because it has finally obtained some                             
approval from the part of the government. By doing so, DIGNITY managed to challenge the                             
strong logics established by the government. Moreover, by challenging those norms and                       
creating more antagonisms, DIGNITY want to show that there are different alternatives                       
which can result in an improvement of the situation for the government itself.  
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This can lead to the conclusion that even though it is the government is in a dominant                                 
position in this hegemonic struggle, DIGNITY can still, in some areas, influence and affect                           
discourses. Moreover, in some areas like the prison sector, DIGNITY has managed to be part                             
of the decision making which also gives them some power.  
  
Conclusion 
Thanks to this third part of the analysis, we were able to determine what is the                                 
organisations’ position towards other entities such as the government or their partner                       
organisations in terms of hegemony.  
 
IBIS experiences a hegemonic struggle with the government. This was due to the fact                           
that they have different values taken from several discourses. IBIS constructs the idea of a                             
problem around the fact that a small elite owns the power over the rest of the Guatemalan                                 
population and does not use it. This shows us that IBIS considers an equal distribution of                               
power as the best way for a nation to grow  (in other terms, a democratic system).  
For DIGNITY, creating the idea of a problem is actually a solution since it enables                             
them to challenge the norms established by the government. They want to make room for                             
other perspectives than the one of the government (which keeps shutting these perspectives                         
down), otherwise there is no possibility for evolvement which will eventually lead to                         
improvement.  
5. Conclusion 
Looking at the interviews through Laclau and Mouffe theoretical glasses helped us                       
unravelling some of the implicit meanings hidden behind the representatives interviews. After                       
going through them with the help of the discourse theory, we made the connections which                             
helped us understanding the problems constructed by the organisations. The analysis also put                         
the light on the hegemonic struggles that arose from antagonisms which were constructed on                           
the basis of different discourses in the interviewees’ articulations. 
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 The two organisations have the same end goals but they also have different focus                           
areas and working methods, and thus create different ideas of a problem through their                           
articulation of it. This means that they draw on different discourses about the concept of                             
human rights, which is put in evidence through the study of the nodal point. The two                               
organisations, by doing so, thus see different problems to work with in Guatemala. For                           
instance, IBIS wants to improve education, social and economic justice, and women, youth                         
and indigenous rights, whereas DIGNITY focuses on rehabilitation and community                   
empowerment. But they still have a common ambition which is to change the structures                           
deriving from the colonial heritage.  
 
The analyse of the subject positions is just as important as the analysis of the two                               
other concepts described by Laclau and Mouffe. Indeed, it is fundamental to visualise who                           
are the different identities that take part in the hegemonic struggles. In order to do so, one has                                   
to learn more about the participants’ perception of the world which is made possible thanks to                               
the articulations of the subject themselves. In our analysis, it has been made visible that the                               
two organisations cannot stand on their own but need other identities to exist, and thus to                               
expose their own logics.  
 
The discourse reproduced by the two interviewees put both IBIS and DIGNITY in the                           
position of western­human rights organisations. In that way, they also praise their own work                           
and perception of the world, thus creating the opposite discourse which, in this case, is                             
embodied by the situation in Guatemala. Antagonisms thus arose from these opposite                       
discourses between the organisations and other entities such as Guatemala or their partner                         
organisations.  
 
III. Discussion 
1. Introduction 
To interpret and discuss our analysis, we will use two theories by Mary Louise Pratt                             
and Egla Martinez Salazar and an article by Peter Sollis. Thanks to these historical and                             
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 cultural perspectives, we will be able to see how the interviewees construct ideas of problems                             
through their understanding of the world. In order to understand the cultural encounter                         
described by the two representatives in their interview, we will use the following concepts:                           
the mirror dance, the anti­conquest and the contact zone.  
2. Mirror Dance  
According to Pratt, the mirror dance is a process of self­reflection and transculturation                         
between different cultures. By defining other cultures, one therefore defines what one is not.                           
The mirror dance is made visible in the way the two representatives describe different subject                             
positions in their interview. The analysis revealed different subject positions such as the                         
Guatemalan population, their government, the victims and the organisations’ local partners.                     
Thus, these descriptions of other identities and logics lead to the organisations’                       
self­reflection, according to Pratt. As we learned from her theory, when Europeans first came                           
to Latin America, the way they defined the people they met revealed their own identity,                             
through the process of self­reflection, as a superior and intellectual civilisation. At the time,                           
the colonists wanted to enforce their European perception of the world and make it universal.                             
Later on, when the cultural encounter between DIGNITY and IBIS and the local population                           
occurred, the intention was no longer the same. This means that they considered and                           
acknowledged other histories and cultures. However, this more recent meeting was still                       
tainted by a eurocentric vision of the world which was made visible in the mirror dance. The                                 
way the organisations constructed subject positions for the victims and the indigenous was                         
influenced by their European logics of their representation of the concepts “truth” or “right                           
and wrong”. This self­reflection arose, this time, from a desire to help. But, according to                             
Pratt, this candid desire to “help others” can reveal an underlying egocentric will to save the                               
world according to their own values and logics of what right and wrong is. Even though we                                 
are no longer in the colonial era, when some cultures feel the need to go help others, there is                                     
still an unbalanced power­relation: one will always claim to know better than the other.                           
Therefore, one can discuss that if the Guatemalan government opposes the NGOs, it might be                             
because it wants to keep its integrity and refuse to be told that it is wrong. Guatemala has                                   
experienced several clashes due to the process of transculturation, first during the European                         
colonisation which was followed later on by their European modernisation. One aspect of this                           
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 process was the practises established by the anti­conquest which led to several exclusion                         
processes. Thus, their reluctance to accept NGOs’ (such as IBIS and DIGNITY) help can be                             
interpreted as a feeling of “exasperation” from their part.  
However, one could argue that the two NGOs are well­aware of the image of “wise                             
Europeans” they may reflect. Indeed, in order to do nuance that image, both organisations                           
tries to take some distance from it by working with local organisations, working in the field,                               
show respect towards the government and taking into account the country’s culture and                         
history. Both IBIS and DIGNITY work with local partners, which not only is a necessity for                               
their work, but can also be seen as a mean to implement their ideas so that the organisations                                   
are better accepted by the Guatemalans. Since they work in a contact zone where they try to                                 
build other cultures on the basis of already­existing ones, they are well­aware of aspects that                             
are implied by the concept of transculturation. In this sense, one could discuss the fact that                               
DIGNITY focuses on evidence­based knowledge and uses this knowledge to adapt its                       
methods to the area it is currently working on. However, if one method does not encounter                               
success, it modulates it and adapt it to the context until it is successful. We could deduce that                                   
the organisation wants to enlarge its logics attached to the very concept of human rights. It                               
tries to see things in a different way than the “European way”. IBIS’s self­reflection in the                               
transculturation process is different in the way that it has some demands regarding the respect                             
for human rights. One could argue that IBIS’s logic concerning human rights is not so                             
flexible. But it does try to compromise with its local partners when a conflict of ideas occurs.                                 
Its method of work, which could be qualified as one of delegation, can be seen as a way to                                     
nuance its position towards human rights and as a way to withdraw itself from the process.                               
Indeed, the local organisations have a better understanding of the Guatemalan culture, which,                         
in the eye of IBIS, makes them more qualified to work with the local population. This is why                                   
one of IBIS's method is to, on the long run, give a stronger voice to those organisations so                                   
that they can speak for and defend themselves in front of the Government, and gain                             
legitimacy in the eye of the public opinion. 
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 3. Anti­conquest  
As put by Pratt, anti­conquest is a way to take possession of the world through                             
epistemology. There are different epistemologies, which means that there are different ways                       
of seeing and acknowledging the world. Pratt uses anti­conquest to describe how European                         
epistemologies were used to categorise the world and create knowledges based on a                         
eurocentric world view. Following Pratt’s logic, one might argue that the two organisations                         
develop their ideas through a process of anti­conquest. They no longer do it to reproduce                             
European patterns on other cultures all around the world, but rather in order to create new                               
ideas of truth by taking into account different understandings of the world. As it was shown                               
throughout the analysis, IBIS and DIGNITY have different ideas of the problems present in                           
Guatemala and thus different ways to construct them. This process of constructing problems                         
always come with preconceptions of their own idea of truth.  
 
The conducted analysis put light on the different problems present in Guatemala                       
according to each of the two NGOs. When Bisgaard talked about IBIS’s work during the                             
interview, he mentioned several problems the organisation encountered: the inequality among                     
education, social and economic injustice, indigenous, women and youth absence of rights.                       
During the interview with Kjærulf from DIGNITY, other problems were pointed out: the                         
absence of efforts made for rehabilitation of victims and the risks implied by insecurity. This                             
shows how they articulate problems differently: even though both NGOs are European human                         
rights organisations, they have a different focus. This is due to the fact that they are                               
influenced by different discourses. They might not have different views on human rights, but                           
rather give more importance or validity to some aspects of it. These aspects can be seen as a                                   
consequence of the organisations’ epistemology and their way of considering the Truth.                       
According to Pratt, this reproduction will always be biased because of historical and cultural                           
discourses. One could then discuss how the European history and its modernisation have                         
affected their way of seeing human rights. On the other hand, the West might be influenced                               
by other cultures and appropriated their aspects to its own practices which can be qualified as                               
a transcultural epistemology. For instance, freedom of speech was not a right in most of                             
European countries, but after several revolutions throughout the continent, it became a                       
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 fundamental human rights “en droit”. IBIS and DIGNITY then try to reproduce the logics                           
they live by in countries such as Guatemala. According to Pratt, we could thus discuss the                               
fact that the NGOs are affected by anti­conquest since they are trying to implement their                             
vision of the world to another country, ​but, on the other hand, are using their agency to help                                   
minorities and victims to work against established norms that are putting them in an inferior                             
position.​ This phenomenon can also be qualified as neo­colonialism.  
 
By trying to take possession of the world, one has to establish a universal truth. Many                               
NGOs like IBIS and DIGNITY then try to fix a meaning to the concept of human rights. As                                   
Sollis explains, many NGOs want to establish their own idea of human rights in the countries                               
they are working with. Because of their different logics regarding human rights, that were                           
inspired by different discourses, Sollis argues that NGOs are thus divided between their                         
different focuses and therefore less powerful. He believes that the organisations can be                         
weakened by their lack of cooperation with each other. Since truth can never be fixed and the                                 
idea of an universal one is debatable, one can discuss that as a result, it is the entity with the                                       
most power who will impose its idea of truth to the others. One could make the assumption                                 
that, according to Sollis, if the NGOs were inspired by the same discourse they could be                               
united and thus stronger.  
4. Contact Zone 
The contact zone, as its name indicates it, is a space in which an encounter occurs.                               
The encounter is one between two different (or more) cultures and during which the concepts                             
of “mirror dance” and “anti­conquest” also take place. The encountering cultures therefore                       
influence each other since they come with different historical backgrounds and thus different                         
epistemologies. As it has been shown throughout history, Guatemala has been in a process of                             
transculturation, since it is a colonised country, which was later on, influenced by the West.                             
This could also be seen as a struggle over the meaning of different cultural elements. Some                               
may argue that elements from the European epistemology and imperialism are reflected in the                           
structures of the Guatemalan society today. This society is characterised, in both interviews,                         
by its hierarchical system which might be one of the results of the colonisation. ​In spite of                                 
that, the interviews we have conducted have made visible the fact that the country still puts                               
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 up resistance to this European neo­colonialism. This is in fact what the NGOs themselves                           
consider as problems. The problem that is common to IBIS and DIGNITY is the one                             
embodied by the government which creates obstacles to the proper functioning of the                         
organisations. According to Sollis, this hegemonic struggle has started since the very first                         
NGOs arrived in Guatemala in 1980. They were drawn by the civil war and were concerned                               
about the well being of the population in those difficult times (which was qualified as a                               
genocide by Salazar and others).  
The theory of the contact zone can help one discuss the situation and the position of                               
the Guatemalan government. There are different ways to see how the government has been                           
influenced by transculturation. One of those ways can be that Europe and other Western                           
entities such as the United States, could be held responsible for Guatemala's desire to be                             
assimilated to “the West”. These countries were also considered guilty of having financially                         
supported the government for what was defined as a genocide by Salazar. Moreover, the West                             
has created some concepts (such as the World Bank) and put up conditions to it in order for                                   
one to be a part of it. This has thus pushed Southern countries to change and adapt their                                   
norms and values to the Western ones in order to be part of this “modernised world”. One                                 
could then discuss how the Guatemalan government has felt forced to take radical actions to                             
look like the Western countries, but these changes did not necessarily lead to an                           
improvement. However, this reason is debatable since another could dispute that Guatemala                       
was never forced to make those changes, but rather felt inspired by Europe’s modernisation                           
and thus wanted to be part of the capitalist world. Pratt and Salazar agree on the fact that                                   
Guatemala felt held back from modernisation by the indigenous population, and thus held this                           
population responsible. 
Salazar argues that, even today, there is still a discourse according to which the                           
indigenous are considered as a an obstacle to globalisation and modern development in                         
Guatemala. This is exemplified in the two interviews when the representatives talk about                         
helping victims and minorities, such as indigenous, to have a stronger voice. If the NGOs                             
decided to leave the country, one can argue that the oppression against those groups of the                               
population could happen again. Both IBIS and DIGNITY see changes in the society, and                           
progress in the way the population starts to speak up. This was also manifested during the                               
elections of 2015 which, some argue, symbolised a shift in the political decision making since                             
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 the Guatemalan people elected the new president based on the fact that he was coming from a                                 
small party. The concept of the contact zone thus puts light on the hegemonic struggle                             
between the NGOs and the Guatemalan government and helps us understand their different                         
perceptions of the world. Throughout the interviews, the struggle was embodied by the                         
government making the NGOs’ work difficult. This may have created a bad image of the                             
government in one’s mind, but thanks to the concepts established by Pratt, one can be able to                                 
see the two different sides of a problem and understand that truth is constructed from                             
different perspectives.   
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 IV. Conclusion  
Throughout the writing of this present project, we have discovered that IBIS and                         
DIGNITY have experienced a problem with Guatemalan history of colonisation and the way                         
the country has developed ever since. They both see human rights as the solution to their                               
problem, but have different ideas of the very concept of it. They create a self­reflecting image                               
by describing the different nodal points, subject positions and power struggles throughout                       
their interviews. This self­reflecting image reveals how they understand the concept of human                         
rights. IBIS considers education, development of economic and social justice and equality as                         
of primordial importance. In order to reach their objective, they count on cooperation with                           
local organisations to whom they can delegate. On the other hand, DIGNITY puts the                           
emphasis on rehabilitation and community empowerment. For that purpose, they are aware                       
that they have to take into considerations other perceptions of the world than their own.  
 
IBIS and DIGNITY construct problems by drawing on different discourses about                     
human rights. It is interesting to see that, in spite of that, the two organisations still have the                                   
same idea of what is the main obstacle to their common ambition in Guatemala: the cultural                               
and colonial heritage of the country and the lack of communication regarding this heritage.                           
However, since they are inspired by different discourses, there are some differences in their                           
perception of the world.  
 
The way they construct their ideas of problems shows how they position themselves                         
in the contact zone according to their world view, which is a eurocentric one. However, since                               
the organisations are aware of the limitations implied by their perception of the world, they                             
try to expand it by acknowledging other perspectives and thus by appropriating and using                           
them in their practices. This shows that the two organisations actually do not believe in a                               
universal truth concerning human rights, but rather that one has to consider and include many                             
other perspectives in order to be as fair as possible when working with human right in a                                 
country with a different culture than its own.  
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